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Defensive
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Play starts with a
ball from the coach

SET-UP
AREA

Up to two thirds of pitch
EQUIPMENT

Balls, bibs, cones, poles
NUMBER OF PLAYERS

20 players + 2 goalkeepers
SESSION TIME

Warm-up [not shown]: 10mins
Possession activity: 6mins
Defending centrally: 12mins
The defensive line: 12mins

“We start the
session in a tight
square where the
defensive players
must block,
intercept and
tackle to get the
ball back”
Overview
The idea is to press high up
the pitch to win the ball – this
means that the defence must
move up quickly to cover
any spaces to keep the team
compact and not leave space
for the opposition to play into.
We start the session in a tight
square where the defensive
players must block, intercept
and tackle to get the ball back
and stop play getting to the
wide players – defenders
must cover spaces left by
the possession team.
The session is then opened out
so a central square becomes
the vital area where the defence
must block moves through the
midﬁeld to stop the possession
team earning points.
In the ﬁnal activity, now that
the area has been opened
up around the square the
defending team must cover
any moves by the opposition,
or the attacking team will be
able to play into space behind
the pressing defenders.
The idea is that with a high
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Players are twotouch and mustt pa
ass
on the ﬂoor

To score, the possession
team must make 10 passes
using the help of the three
yellow neutrals
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To progress the activity,
change the way teams can
score and start with a pass
from the coach again

22
This tiime
e the
possessio
on team can
score by gettting the
ball from one neutral
end playerr to
o the other

defensive line, teams can block
passes through the middle gates
situated on the halfway line.
Since our ﬁrst defensive idea is to press
high up the pitch to regain the ball, we
need to ensure that our defenders are
closing the space behind our press
and ensuring the team is compact.
This helps pressing because the

opponent can ﬁnd no space to play
and they have to play the long ball.
In addition, in the moments you are
spread out and can’t squeeze high up
the pitch as a compact unit, you can drop
deeper and then block the middle gates
using your front players. So you are now
using a deeper defensive line but still
blocking the middle of the pitch, which
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The defending
team must try to block
movement through the
central areas in the box
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Play starts with a
pas
ss out from one of the
neu
utral keepers. The
aim
m is
s for the possession
team
m to get the ball from
one keeper to the other
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Team
ms can also
score if they play a
forward
d pass to th
he
keepe
er at the end
they are attacking

52

Teams can score by working
the ball through
h the central box,
passing it acros
ss the halfway line
from one side of the box to the other

“The square becomes the vital area where the
defence must block moves through the midﬁeld
and stop the possession team earning points”
is a strategically valuable area.
We would run a session like this
on average once a month.
What do I get the players to do?
Possession activity
After a warm-up [not shown], we
set up an area of 22x22 yards. We’re
using 11 players split into two teams
of four, and three neutrals who
play for the team in possession.
Both of the teams are in the centre
of the area – one neutral joins them
and the other two are stationed
on opposite sides of the box.
The coach starts play by passing
into the area. To score points,
the team receiving the ball must
string 10 consecutive passes
together, as shown [1], while the
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other team must try to turn over
possession. If they win the ball,
they become the passing team.
Play is two-touch and the ball
must be played along the ﬂoor,
with no passes made over waist
height. Play for 3 minutes.
How do I progress the session?
Using exactly the same set-up, we
progress the activity by changing
the way that players score points.
In this variation of the activity, the
team in possession scores points
by transporting the ball from the
neutral player at one end of the area
to the neutral player at the other
end, as shown [2]. Play is still twotouch and the ball must be played
along the ﬂoor. Play for 3 minutes.

What are the key things
to look out for?
We look for players to be giving
options to their team mates and
to be creating good open lines
for passing. We also want to see
players making good use of space
and occupying the area well.
What do I get the players to do next?
Defending centrally
We set up an area of 60x52 yards
with a 24-yard box marked
out centrally. We are using 20
players split into two teams of 10,
plus two neutral goalkeepers,
one positioned at each end.
This is a 10v10 directional game and
plays starts with a pass from one
of the goalkeepers to a defender.
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The aim is for the attacking team to
work the ball from one end to the
other and they score a point if they are
able to pass to the keeper at the end
they are attacking, as shown [3]. An
extra point can be scored if players
work the ball through the central box,
passing it across the halfway line
from one side of the box to the other.
The aim for the defending team
is to attempt to block movement
through the central box and
prevent the attacking team from
playing a scoring pass to the
keeper. If they gain possession,
they should try to work the ball
to the end they are attacking.
Play two games of 6 minutes.
The defensive line
For this tactical game we set up
between the penalty boxes with
5-yard pole gates positioned on

“We would hope to
see conﬁdent 1v1
battles out wide, as
defenders try to stop
the attackers from
dribbling through the
wide end gates”
either side of the pitch (level with
the 18-yard line) and with two
central gates on the halfway line,
as shown [4]. We play a 10v10
plus 2 goalkeepers. The keepers
begin between the wide gates.
The coach starts play with a pass
out to one of the teams in their
own defensive half – to score a
point, players must pass forward
through one of the middle gates

or dribble through one of the end
gates. The goalkeeper at each end
should move to try to block attacks
through the gates on either side.
Players are three-touch except
for wide players, who are all in.
Play two games of 6 minutes.
What are the key things to
look out for?
We look for the defensive line to
squeeze up and block passing routes
through the middle of the area.
We also want to see the defending
team setting and exploiting
pressing traps in the wide areas.
Attacking players should make
runs in behind to receive the
ball and we would hope to see
conﬁdent 1v1 battles out wide, as
defenders try to stop the attackers
from dribbling through the wide
end gates to score a point.
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Play starts with a ball from
the coach. Players are threetouch with wide players all in
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Teams can score a point
byy passing forward through
the
e middle gate

Goalkeepers can
also try to block
attacks

Teams can also score byy dribbling
g
through the end gates. Look for 1v1
duels as defenders try to stop attackers
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